
 
 

SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDE 
  
For Presenters 
Individuals may wish to record or photograph your presentation and/or slides on personal devices. If 
you have sensitive material in your presentation that you do not want recorded or you simply do not 
wish to be recorded, photographed, or shared on social media, please make an announcement to this 
effect at the beginning of your presentation; e.g. ‘Please do not record or share images from this 
presentation’. Contact AAA’s Social Media Managers via FB or Twitter or your Session Convenor if there 
is any violation of your wishes not to have your presentation recorded or made public online in any 
form. 
  
For Delegates 
If you are planning to record or photograph presentations and/or slides, please be respectful if a 
presenter requests that you do not do so. Any recordings or photographs should be for your personal 
use only and not for uploading to any social media or other online platforms without the presenter’s 
express permission, which you must request personally and prior to publishing. 
  
Facebook 
AAA is active on Facebook and we also have a dedicated event page for the Conference. We will be 
posting updates, reminders and photos on Facebook throughout the Conference. 
AAA Homepage: https://www.facebook.com/AustralianArchaeologyAssoc  
 
Twitter 
The official Conference hashtag is #AAA44 - chosen to commemorate the fact that this is the 44th 
annual AAA Conference. If you want to tweet about the Conference, please include this hashtag so that 
others interested in the Conference can find your tweets. If you are a Session Convenor and want to 
create a specific hashtag for your session please feel free do so, and let us know by tweeting it to the 
AAA Twitter account via @AustArchaeology so we can help promote its use for your session. 
AAA’s Twitter username is AustArchaeology, you can tweet to us by putting @AustArchaeology in 
your tweet and our homepage is twitter.com/AustArchaeology. 
  
Live-Tweeting at AAA 2020 
We encourage live-tweeting during the Conference using the official hashtag, with the following caveats 
and suggestions for best practice: 



• Do not post photos of people, presentation slides, photo competition entries or posters without 
the prior and express permission of the individual/s or author/s. 

• Respect the wishes of presenters if they do not want their paper to be tweeted and presenters 
please make it clear if this is your wish. Remember that many people present unpublished work 
at conferences and you should use your best judgement when putting other people’s research 
into the public sphere. 

• Correctly attributing information is vital. If tweeting be sure to give the name of the presenter 
and be clear when you are directly quoting someone. Presenters: if you are on Twitter and are 
happy for people to tweet about your paper, you can put your Twitter username on your 
opening slide so the audience can accurately cite you online. Delegates: if you start your tweet 
with a username make sure you put a “.” before the “@”so people other than that user can see 
it, e.g. “.@AustArchaeology Conference is being held virtually 1-3 December 2021”. 

• Do your best not to misrepresent other people’s views (even if you disagree with them) and 
post corrections if you slip up or someone misunderstands your tweet – ultimately, the message 
for live-tweeters is that you need to take seriously how you represent someone else’s hard work 
and intellectual property online. 

• There is no need to tweet everything a presenter says, a few take-home messages to capture 
what you personally found interesting/significant about their presentation is generally 
sufficient. 

• Remember that Twitter is a public forum, so think twice when posting comments about the 
more social aspects of the Conference; the general rule is to be collegial and respectful. 

• Finally, enjoy it. Live-tweeting can be a great way to increase engagement and widen 
participation at a conference. 

  
For More Information about Social Media and Live-Tweeting 
AAA Website and Social Media Policies: 
https://www.australianarchaeologicalassociation.com.au/about/website-social-media-policies/ 
 
This guide was compiled by Jacq Matthews, @archaeo_jacq and Lorna Cooper, @lornacooperarch. 
  
 


